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Drug maker foiled antiopioid effort Label for
At dawn of epidemic in W.Va., middleman
was paid to block limits on OxyContin
By David Armstrong
STAT

WELCH, W.Va. — The warning
signs of what would become a
deadly opioid epidemic emerged
i n e a r l y 2 0 0 1 . T h a t ’s
STAT when officials of the state
employee health plan in
West Virginia noticed a surge in
deaths attributed to oxycodone,

But an investigation by STAT
has found that Purdue Pharma LP,
the manufacturer of OxyContin,
thwarted the state’s plan by paying a middleman, known as a
pharmacy benefits manager, to
prevent insurers from limiting
prescriptions of the drug.
The financial quid pro quo between the painkiller maker and
the pharmacy benefits manager,
Merck Medco, came to light in
West Virginia court records unsealed at the request of STAT and

the active ingredient in the painkiller OxyContin.
They quickly decided to do
something about it: OxyContin
prescriptions would require prior
authorization by the insurer. It
was a way to ensure that only people who genuinely needed the
painkiller could get it and that
people abusing opioids could not.

in interviews with people familiar
with the arrangement.
“ We were screaming at the
wall,” said Tom Susman, who
headed the state’s public employee insurance agency in the early
2000s and led the push to limit
OxyContin prescribing in West
Virginia.
“We saw it coming,” he said of
the opioid epidemic, which today
causes 28,000 overdose deaths a
year in the United States. “Now to
STAT, Page A7

Nov. 8 not
likely to be
‘landslide’
Even a big Clinton win
would pale historically

In the news

By Matt Viser
GLOBE STAFF

High-brisk venture
Wednesday: Clear, cool;
high 47-52, low 34-39
Thursday: Afternoon rain;
high 45-50, low 42-47
High tide: 8:56 a.m., 9:17 p.m.
Sunrise: 7:10 Sunset: 5:45
Complete report, B9

The Supreme Judicial Court
ordered safeguards for cer-

tain prisoners in solitary
confinement, even if segregation is short-term. B1.

The rise in health insurance
premiums and deductibles
outpaces incomes for families covered through employers, a study found. C1.

House Speaker Paul Ryan
called for the Pentagon to
halt efforts to recover en-

listment bonuses paid to
National Guard soldiers. A6.

Investigators planned toxicology tests on the body of

the wrong-way driver in the
I-495 head-on crash that
took five lives. B1.

Iran appears to be operating on a two-track policy,

trying to expand its regional
influence while slowly opening up to the West. A3.

Iraqi forces battled the Islamic State far from Mosul,

but the US-led coalition insisted its offensive has not
been diverted. A5.

A Denver company plans a
large medical marijuana
greenhouse in Freetown,

with an eye to expanding if
voters approve recreational
use of cannabis. C1.

Two residential towers
were proposed near Massachusetts Avenue along and
above the turnpike. C1.

The Indians beat the Cubs,
6-0, in the World Series
opener. D1.

Rolling Stones fans strained
outside Gillette Stadium to
hear the band’s private performance. B12.
POINT OF VIEW:
DANTE RAMOS

“While we like to think
political ideas rise and
fall on their merit alone,
the truth is that a lot de
pends on the messenger.
If the future of WikiLeaks
is in doubt, maybe it’s
because Assange is a
lousy boss.” A10.
For breaking news, updated
stories, and more, visit our website:
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A worker reset several flags after winds toppled them at Busche Academy as students gathered.

IN RURAL N.H., SEEDS
OF A CHINESE DREAM

Firm seeks to turn campus
into US education magnet

C

WASHINGTON — The latest buzzword in the
presidential election is “landslide.” The media —
from the Arab News to The Washington Post —
have seized on it, and a group of eager Clinton
supporters even has a website: Will Hillary Clinton Win By A Landslide?
But whatever happens on Election Day, political scientists say, it almost certainly won’t be a
landslide, at least not by historical standards of
the blowouts that elected Ronald Reagan in 1980
and reelected him four years later, reelected
Richard Nixon in 1972, and elected Lyndon B.
Johnson in 1964.
It could be a large wave perhaps, or even a
small tsunami. Maybe, they point out, we need
an altogether new geological or meteorological
metaphor for a win that is big by modern standards, but falls well short of those past political
earthquakes.
That could complicate the Clinton campaign’s
likely efforts to portray a victory, should she win,
in the grandest terms possible. In Clinton’s case,
she would seem to hope that America’s voters not
only repudiate Donald Trump, but validate her,
her thousands of pages of policy proposals, and
her dynastic candidacy.
But in this era of polarized Americans, polarized politics, and polarized geography, it’s just
not that simple.
“It’s hard to really talk about a landslide,” said
CAMPAIGN, Page A8

Pouncing on health costs

Trump and congressional Republicans looked
for gains from the news that rates will soar under the Obama health insurance program. A2.

Weld calls Trump unfit

The ex-governor and Libertarian VP candidate
stopped short of urging support for Clinton. B1.

By Laura Krantz
GLOBE STAFF

HESTER, N.H. — On a warm August
morning, workers fastened Chinese
and American flags onto makeshift
flagpoles in a field.
Chinese students, some as young as
10 and all clad in yellow and black uniforms, hovered around rows of plastic chairs as a red banner
bearing English words and Chinese characters unfurled. Well-dressed Chinese adults filed into the
front row for a teary goodbye ceremony for the 37
students returning home.
The ceremony marked the culmination of the
inaugural program at Busche Academy, a Chinese
private school that bought an empty college campus last year in this town 50 miles north of Boston. The school hopes to bring as many as 300
Chinese students here, starting as soon as next
year.
In the Wild West of international education,
the school represents a new frontier: It is one of
the country’s first Chinese-owned schools, catering to a skyrocketing demand for a US high school
education among Chinese.

TRADING MICHELIN STARS
FOR CAFETERIA TRAYS

The flood of Chinese students makes it harder
for them to get into high schools here. US schools
want to accept students from many countries to
balance diversity on their campuses. The schools
also worry about application fraud and standardized-test cheating, which have hurt the reputation
of Chinese students.
Jiahui Education, the owner of the campus in
Chester, seeks to overcome these obstacles by
founding its own school. The independence will
allow the company to manage its own curriculum
and living situation, a concern for many Chinese
CHINESE STUDENTS, Page A12

Union vote may end Harvard strike
Tentative pact seen
as a win for workers
By Katheleen Conti
and Adam Vaccaro

SARAH COGHILL

Daniel Giusti, former chef at world-class
Noma in Denmark, takes his skills to the
New London, Conn., public schools. G1.

Keolis adviser
helped shape
Baker’s strategy,
emails show
By Andrew Ryan and Mark Arsenault

GLOBE STAFF

GLOBE STAFF

Harvard University reached a
tentative contract agreement early
Tuesday with about 750 dining hall
employees who have been on strike
for nearly three weeks — the latest in
a series of high-profile labor standoffs that have ended with a union
claiming victory.
The striking employees could be
back in campus dining halls as soon
as Thursday if they ratify the agreement in a vote scheduled for
Wednesday, ending what was the
first work stoppage at the school
since 1983.
Brian Lang, president of Unite
Here Local 26, the union representing the workers, said the university
agreed to demands for a minimum
full-time salary of $35,000, no increases in health insurance costs,
and compensation for employees
who are laid off during the summer.

months that a union has bucked a
long and steady decline in the clout
of organized labor groups.
In May, about 36,000 workers in
Verizon’s dwindling landline busi-

On one side was the commuter rail company
with one of the largest contracts in state history,
seeking still more money to run the system. On
the other, Governor Charlie Baker’s administration, charged with holding this company accountable.
But a review of e-mails obtained by the Globe
shows that a consulting firm working for Keolis
Commuter Services helped orchestrate the communication strategy with the administration on a
controversial proposal to grant the company an
additional $66 million in July.
State officials may have had reason to listen:
The firm was Keyser Public Strategies, founded
by Will Keyser, the architect of Baker’s 2014 campaign.
“Really important that everyone be aligned on
messaging, along with game plan for media briefing next week,” wrote Eileen O’Connor, a partner
in the firm and Keyser’s wife, in a June 30 e-mail
to Baker’s communications director, his press
secretary, and communications directors for the
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Dining hall workers and students rallied last month in Harvard
Square and Harvard Yard in anticipation of the strike.
“We’ve accomplished all the goals
we had set out at the beginning of
this bargaining process,” Lang said.
The settlement may well resonate
beyond the gates of Harvard Yard. It
marks the fourth time in recent

